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God moans— 
 
 an eye roving 
  across the lake. 
 
Little craters in the wake 
were scenes I arranged— 
 
 to see 
  is to add shape. 
 
!en God 
undoes the holds: 
 
  a singing motion.

I am pre-species, 
the demon-loosing 
 
 exposure, 
 
astonishing 
(o seraphs rename us) 
 
the living.
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!e Iceland basalt plateau is a graphic structure. 
 
Antic is the round sea. 
 
Above, the forms 
spread ink, wolf thought. 
 
!e oldest rocks expose 14-16 million years: 
(1968; 1984; 1977). 
 
Sent past logic, Iceland is present, 
aces the round sea. 
 
Active plumes form the North. 
 
Iceland is the only art.
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Völva
 
 
Nine ages I read, tracing tree rings.
When no light shone in the yawning gap, 
what were you?
 
 
 
 

And in the ill ages of ash, like a hound 
traversing earth, what did you seek?

 
Songs of starvation and death 
survive, ear to ear.
I eye the ridgeline, 
rivering the softest rock to know more.
Far back in time, the cloven heavens 
seered into us a century of wailing.
Know ye more or not?
 
 
 

Walls fall in a wolf age. 
Leekless, the "elds.
!ere, slain gods adorn the trees.

Lava
 
 

Matter begins 
as bodies moving.

To see me, 
unscrew one eye 

to the socket
and stash it in a well. 

Let salt unseal a story.
 

!e orb spins— 
villages rise again:

uncivil river, death-hewn, a plore song… 
Listen!

Pattern-Sounder, Silmaril, 
by tree-light the world’s in mourning.

A stone knowledge gleams 
at the letting go.

I unmake eternity, 
rewild gold,

"uent as the migratory birds 
that reverse the ground.

Describe being? 
“All exposed” and “Here now.”

 
Runes graved on bone draw sap; 

the frozen veins "ash.
Say it: words last. 

Poet! Listen.
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